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After you return something to Amazon (and, frankly this applies to any returned purchase from any retailer), check to make
sure you actually get the refund. It's an extra step that often involves checking online credit card accounts, but it's worth it.. Is
this actually real life? I sold a $45 book, and the buyer requested a return, saying he didn't need it ... within that timeframe, the
buyer will be automatically refunded. ... I can find it with no issue, so I'm sure you can, too.. I assumed that the buyer would
have to actually return the item before receiving a full refund. ... wants to keep the customers happy so it is allowed in their
policy to issue full refunds prior to receiving the item. ... I wouldn't do that, but it this policy is making me reconsider FBA. ...
Sure, that's reasonable …. You should never refund until you can at least confirm they mailed it. ... to actually returning the
item, especially since you are pestering the .... Be careful and watch for emails from amazon about refunds as we just got one ...
so she was issued a full refund. a whooping 189.00 which i am really ticked. I filed a safe-T claim but this is a joke, with the
lack of professionalism ... a return under the new returns system and had not yet issued a refund within .... Today Amazon went
ahead processed a refund to the customer" Because you did not refund the order within 48 hours of receipt, we have issued a
refund to ... There will be a list of reasons why you are filing the SAFE-T claim, ... I thought the buyer really needed for the
chilly Thanksgiving in Massachusetts.. However, I really don't understand what is being refunded. ... Now, if the customer want
to return the product for whatever reason, Amazon refunds ... However at the same time we make sure that our sellers have a
pleasant .... Despite the fact that she was wrong, I issued her a full refund ... I always wait to get the item in hand before refund
is issued…just to make sure they did not ... There really isn't much you can do other than hope the buyer does .... We not
receive the item but money refund to the buyer. and we loosing big ... Actually… the moment a customer prints out a label, it'll
be marked “in ... You should check your return/refund settings to make sure you don't have .... Hey all, I have a situation where
I issued a partial refund to a customer (they mistakenly ordered two items and returned one). ... e-mail notifications of refunds,
and can also confirm refunds on their credit card statements.. A week after it was delivered the buyer asked for a refund; the
stated ... And I am certain that I shipped the correct product. ... I immediately responded to the AZ claim and said that I'd be
happy to work out the issue and provide a refund. ... the return request?) or set up an auto response (is that actually .... All
merchants can issue a refund on payments that you have made to them as well ... to explain the situation and to make
appropriate arrangements for a return or ... item from the merchant, not from Amazon Pay, we want to make sure that your .... I
issued a refund for an item that appeared to be lost in the mail. After the refund was issued, the item was delivered. I think the
buyer should either return the item or else pay for it if he ... You are also right that the buyer would have filed an A-Z Claim, so
you really ... I'm sure they know they received the item.. I've opened a case but hope to get advice on how to ensure this ... I
have double checked all Return Settings and there is NO Returnless Refund option and never has ... If I wanted to make a
refund against my own policy then it would be ... Kirklands made me sign my life away on a truly defective lamp that ....
Knowing I had not issued any refunds recently and worried I had missed some A-Z ... It could not have been a return after all
this time surely? ... I am not sure why they should refund me if they have to recharge. if buyer initiated ... inside the 30 day
return window and then waited 45 days to actually return that .... I'm newer to the Amazon FBM platform and had some
refund/return requests for “received wrong item”, ... RMA's are being issued. ... After you get the return you inspected carefully
to make sure it's resellable if it is ... Pragmatic is if you refund before you actually have the return in your hands they may
never .... They requested a refund after 28 days of using the item, stating that it now no longer works. ... I would like to inspect
the item for damage, and actually see if the item ... it's faulty a refund is only issued once I have sent the item back and it ...
Shall I contact the buyer and make sure they are going to return it?. Amazon may determine that a refund can be issued without
requiring a return. If you aren't required to mail your item back for a refund, you will be notified in the .... Dear Forum, I really
need help for an issue that has been ongoing since February and is still NOT resolved. ... What is up I never received a refund
what's the problem I paid you for something I returned. I sure as hell can't afford this type thing going on. I'll go through
Amazon if you can't be a proper seller .... Note: The refund status is displayed at the bottom of the Order Summary. For more
information about our refund policies, go to About Refunds. Was this information ... fea0834880 
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